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INTRODUCTION

The research dealing with the needs and uses of

infortdtion has undergone change since the 1950's,\tak-

ing three basic forms, The.firstforim_cemaistsOT----7.

examinirig userS',-cficacteristios and need§ 'and-their re-

lationships to the types of infdtmatiOn used;:the second

deals with theoretical approaches tip information,dissem-
. .

ination; the third type focuses on evaluations of existing

information Systems and theit impaCt on the consumer and

'practitionet. The first type, which categorizes users4

needs. and relates.them to characteriStiOs of:the users
1

themselves, was used primarily frIm the 1950's until

the mid-I960's-and was lgtgely concerned with.the,chat-
,

.

consumersteristictof the ofscientific and technological

infortation. Martyn'(1974), ih,a review of the development
. 1 ,

of user-needs-and-uses research,' terms this type of re-
A

Search "broad-brush studies" end sees its general purpose

as exploratory -ig that the desired end ptoduct was some
4

quantification, of information-gathering habitS and needs

in order(, to improve. the quality of.the'ihformat,ionser-

vices being offered..

In reviewing such studies of information needs,
Kg

Lin and"Garvey (1972) delineate:some Of, the factors

. c



involved in accoUnting for differential:inpormationneeds.

sibly,' the most; important factor influencing such qeeds

s the type of work performed by the' user; euchas.teaching

research. Although many individual6 are'engdged in

bot activ1 es, they may be clasSified accordirgto how

they s end he majority of .their time Lin and Garvei,
.\\ ,

point outN (hat./ whether the person classifies hint or herself

.
\

as primarilyteacher or researcher' has an effect on the

cquantity, quail and form of the information needed.

Because they are a empting/by establish "priority of
I \

scientific discoVery.researchers need both a large amo
.

of information a well as\more current publications tha

do teachers, whoare involve in more applied work.

Another -factor influencing differential inf ation

needs is whether the individual's work is basis or applied.

In a study of the information uses.of socia scientists

in Britain, Line, Brittain, and Crammer .91l).report

0 that those etople employed by educatio,a& ijstitutes,.

who are doing more ,besic work, report more 'frequent use

of abstracts than do those in'more ppii

ment settings.

The specific discipline in which the information

user is invo Ved is another factor .affecting differential

d work in govern -.

'needs, In

ti

omparative study of the communication' systems

within the physical,and social sciences, Garvey, Lin, and

41son (1970) report Variousidifferences between the two

with .respect theoperation of -the elements of the
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systems.' Inweneral, communication in the social scienceS

'seems to be in th early stages of development in rela-.
.

tion to the dey,l.opment exhibited by the physical sciences
. . ,

in that within social sciences, communication seems more

random than systematic. re processing of. information

within the social sciences seems to be more to consuming,
.

haphazard, and diffuse than in the physicallsciences.

A fourth factor affecting differential needs,

tioned by Lin and Garvey, is the users' knowledge of the

facilities and/or materials av'ailable. Studies eva,lu-

\ ating the se vices of the Educational esources Informa-
\

tion Center (ERIC) have emphasized that one of the most

import,nt problems encountered by ERIC ho's been under-

utklization and lack of awareness by potential users

of'the availability of the services (Garvey; et alt,_1970;

Hoover, 1972; Wanger, 1972). Hoover (1972) cites various

t
f ctors as causes of underutilizatYOn of the services

J.
ioffered by ERIC. Among those mentioned are lack of vLsi7

bility, accessibility, and practical utility of.the infor-

mation, and a lack of information retrieval sills among

educators.

The second basic form of research, concerned with
,,,

information dissemination and users' needs and uses,

(

is characterized by a more sociological. approach which

at empts to develop theories of information -'processing

behavior as-opposed to simply describing such bel*vior.

Paisley (1968) summarizes some of the:question /tpught

3



A
out by such an approach . "and ;includes among them the, par-

ticular media chosen and the amount of°effort associated

4.

with the information-processing behavior. This sooiO4.

logical approach emphasizes the need to take into accOunt'

the various systems,in which the inEormation user is

involved, such as the cultural, political and economic.

SysteMs described by PAsley. By considering these in-
. ..' .

, 1 ,t, / .

,
formation. sphere8, this research approach leads tO.a greater

understanding of the "informal communication system/

AmOng the concepts used to analyze the informal,

`communication systems is that of "invisible colleges.

These colleges'can be thought of as a group of prestigious

researchers in a subfield of a science who know one another

) 'and, share information informally. arvey and Griffith

il (168) have pointed out that this'informal communication

within an invisible college of results iticl'; e'I)t

published elsewhere tepps to restrict avail:ability of

the information from younger researchers who have no

such acpess.

Another group of studies in this sociological vein,

, performed by the Center for Research in Scientific Commun-

ication at Johns Hopkins Univers4y, investigated the role'

played by the various,mediA used in scientific and tech-,

nical ommunication .(Garvey, Lin, Nelson, And Tomita, 1970)%

The first series ofthese-studies dealt with the communi-

cation;pracessesinvolved in the national meetin0 'of

varioUs engineering, physical, and social science

9



societies. The a tauthors-provide a deiled descriptio

cif the information-exchanging, activities associ4ted with

paperS preSented at.these-national meetings using' reSponSe

obtained frOm questio.nnaireS submitted to the authors of
1

the papers, the session atteAdants, and the iequestors

oft.he papers.

;On, the basis
I

i f' attendants', requestors' and

authors' responses to these questionnaires, th(e authors

of the study came to some judgment as to the effective

roh....'
ness of the informatiOn exchanged, at these meetings.

.

The authors conclude..that the participants .view the

-natival Meeting. as one of the last ihformal;.scientific

communication media andlwish to keep it.so despite the

increasind,size df.the meetings. Tile basic infOrmation'

,exchange.functir served by the meeting As to announce

new scientific work and to allow a fruitful exchange' of

info.rmation after the paper presentation. Pointing out

that the information disseMination by requested copy

is more important 'to the active researcherthan the same T'''

informatidn later published in journals, the authors

suggest that to provide. increased and more effective

communication, the. societies themselves might be, respon-

siblefoxdistributing,the papers rather

the responsibility to the author who might find him

her elf-,too

The spciologiPal approach to.informationprOcesSitig

and dissemination adds to basic'knowledge buthas 1 tle

10



effdct. On existing Lnforination systems and 'their "designers.

During the 19100 many innovations were made the/in-,

foimation systems, as computerized storage and retriev

because these changes:involved high levels of effort

and cdstd, 'the primary area of interest in userstudies

-)switched from basic knowledge to evaluations of. these.'
(

new systems. Specifically, researchers.became concerned

with theiMpact of the infOrmation provided by these

sygtemsonthe subsequent Wolt of the users. The designer

-and(managers of the many systems which were formed after

the computer became an integral- part of(the informatidn

'dissemination process wanted feedback on the users', eval-

uations of the information being processed;' threitOre

numerous studies were undertaken .to guide and modify-th
*° E ;

operations of certain systems. 40

In one such study, Hall and her associates(1972)
dot

, ,

analyze users' evaivation$ of the services offered by
. . .-.

.
... ,

Information Services in-PhYsits; Electrotechnology, Com=.'

puters and Control (INSPtC). The,investigat rs'found

that, in general, users.' reactions to and jUdgffients of
% .

.-,

a servi64,are baSed on subjective impressions related'
- 1

I to

In

such things as the, physical-aPpearahce Of the output.

asimilar vein,'Itall (1972) examined users' reactions

o selective dissemination information services and found

that, over a period of up to two and a halt yeais, the

users report increased confidence inbeing well iviforted,

a: reduction in the number 'of journals scanned by-satisfied
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users, and

semination

studies. it

se

feWer visits to the library by selective dis-
L

information recipients.' Therefore, in ehese

is shown that a successful ,system can have,
, .

a positive effect on the behavior of the) Users,.

Xducational.,Resources I0formatidnqenter (ERIC)

iql:an information System which: has been the object.6

much investigation. ERIC, is a system that provides fO.

the compilation and disSemination of Currenteducatio
0 /

literature. A-netwokrk of 116 clearinghouses has prim ry

responsibility fOr.the collecting andindeking of m teri

to be included in the system. In addition to perf rming

computerized searches on specific topics, each of jEhe

clearinghouses,produces Information Analysi'l-PrOd ctS.
.

1IAPT:Which are summaries and bibliographies pre ared.

on impairtnt topics intended.to'help those in education

remain abreast,of rethearch. Varidus studies haVe fociused

on the effectiveness of ERIC and the services' ffered.

4 Onesch study is that by 9.rvey, et al. (i970,

Mentioned previously, which dealt with the role of the

/ national, meeting in scientific and technic l communication.:

As part. of their research, the. authors in, estigatea the.
I

use of ERIC by the ,authors, attendants,' and ,reques.tors

f meeting papers preSented at the-American

Research ASsoCiation meeting- Their,resUAs indicate

that in 1967' only,30% of the resients'in,the survey

had persona4ty suMitte'd:a docUment',.to ERIC or%ad.adquired

a docUment*Om ERIC.
)
-Although the authors give no reasons°

Educational

I'M



for_stich undetutilization, two. differences between users,

ancLnonusers that emerge are i '4, `stional affiliation.
a e. -professional involveMent. Users tehded to be.asso-

ciated with nonacademic institutions and tb be invOlVed

applied research or development, work while the nonusers

tendedto b associated with academic institutions and

to be involved in basic research. The authors pOsit

.

that the-basic researcher participates in an infortation

.milieUwhich is more efficient than ERIC but that the

typical 'applied user does not participate in this milieu

and relies on ERIC to provide for his or her information

needs. Another reason for such results might be lack

of user awareness due to the fact that ERIC had been

in operation only. two years when the survey took place.

In a later survey evaluating products produced by

the National Center for Educational Communication (NCEC),

Wanger (1972) obtains more optimistic results for ERIC.

The products evaluated by the author include Putting Re-

search into Educational Practice (PREP) reports, Educa-
,.

tional Materials Center (EMC) bibliographies, and the

IAPs..produced by the ERIC clearinghouses. Wanger points

out that of the budgets submitted to the NCEC by the ERIC

clearinghouses, 40 to 45% of them are For the IAP program.

'The first part of Wanger's study is concerned with

the degree to which educators were familiar with these

products. The results of a random sample of 1,588 educators

reveal that 87% of the respondents report familiarity

I '4
A. k,
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with the. products. Specifically, they had eithe'r read,

skimmed or were awae of the existence of at least one

NCEC unit. In another part of the study, Wanger investi-

gated users',evaluations of the products in terdIS of

quality, measured in terms of coverage of the topic,

up-to-dateness, format, clarity of writing, and thought-,

fulness of discussion, and users' evaluations of utility,

measured in terms of recipients' use of the product and

the degree .of usefulness, the comparative usefulness of

the product, and the reported need and relevance of'the

information contained in the product. Results indicate

that quality ratings were greater t4an the midpoint -of,

the scale and that the IAPs were meeting. the users' needs

for information on a'..-continuing basis'and, to a lesser

extent, they were meeting more urgent information needs.

Users reported that the products were useful in problerit

solving situations, such-as pIannir4activities, research

design efforts, course work curriculum design, and appli-

cation in the classroom with \students. Also, 50% of the

users repOrted passing along the information to others.

The problems faced by the ERIC system have been

noted and recommendations for the future have been suggested

both by wander (1972) and Hoover (1972). Hoover points

out that the literature of education is of such high

volume and is so weak in scientifically verified propo!l-

tions and reliable program evaluations that syntheses

Of practical experience and research findings are rare.



AhOther problem associated with educational.literature

, iis its underutiliationdue toed,zaters' reliance on

faoe -to -f ace -communication wit oleagues,-anecdotal

'infOormation, and the advice ,of other2's. As meiitioned ,-
"

. ,.
.

previously, a lack of familiarity on the part of the--
-,,

..target audience withii.he services offered by ERIC i)also

10

a problem. Hoover also points out that even among th6se

familiar with ERIC, there seems to be some degree,of

dissatisfaction, which is reduced when the usrs employ

competent information specialists as mediators between

their needs and'the ERIC data base.

hoover sees some areas as being of speci441.interest

in,future planning for ERIC. First, he states that the

coverage Of the litekature should ha4ie no substantive

gaps and that it should. include fugitive literature which

covers exemplary, innovative projects andPactices..

Also,' he emphasizes concern with'the practitioner/decision-

maker clientele in that users,need concrete'answers to
4

specificeproblems or a. synthesis of information around

the problem to help in their applied work.

."-*Wanger (1972) also makes recommendations for both

the ERIC system and for further evaluation studies.

,Her recoffimendati s for the system are to develop imprloved

alerting and an o cement sy,tems and to improve the

product delivery stem and/pr intensity the educational

program OF how to obtain the 1products. Recollunendations

for future evaluation. studies state that they should

1
_A.L)



include an assessment of"the outreach of the product and

that "a continuing evaluation program should.be,instytuted,

.

provide the originating,units with current feedbacktow

on NCEC prOducts" ,(p.' II-11) .

r44In line with this second recommenda ,pe present

research project is concerned with the users the IAPs

produced by the ERIC Clearinghouse on Tests, Measurements,

'..and Evaluation (ERIC/TM). The project attempts,/to measure

the users' evaluatiOnS of the IAPs in terms of various

aspects of quality and utility, discussed below. In'

addition, comparisons are made between thecperceived

quality and utility reported by those affiliated-with

colleges and those in other institutions and organizations.'
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METHOD

Sub ict .7 The subjects'.ophU pro°jct com-
e,

prisedf t ose people who have requeste02information

VIralysiS:piles from the ERIC Cl rih9tOuse on Tests,
.

Measurements, and Evaluation. Tlierfip.Was randomly

drawn from a cumulative list of orders 'Plaed from

January, 1976 to December,1976 and was based on stratif-

ications by title of requested 'report and institutional

affiliation. 'Tabled presents these data. The six insti-

tutional affiliations used,,for stratification were:

1) commercial organizations:; 2) state departMents of

education; 3) elementary through high school, including

vocational schools; 4) school district; 5) universities

and four-year colleges; and 6) undifferentiated, ,those

for wiom it was impossible to assign a category- Looking

Insert Table 1 about here

12

at Table 1,one can see that the largest number of re-

quests came from those affiliated with colleges and uni-

versities and the feweSt came from those associated with

commercial organizations. Based on the total number of

requests, 8,420, 301 were chosen to be in the survey.

The number within each institutional affiliation is entered

into Table 1 in,parentheses.
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Questionnaire. The'basic purpose of the question:-

naire'was to assess the.requestor'5 evaluation of a

particular docuirlehthich she/he had ordered.'' Specifically,

the areas colierea include: 1) the type of institution--

or organizatOn with 'which the requestor is affiliated.;

2) the type of professional activities engaged in'by

reque r.;- 3) the relationship between the above t

demographic characteristics and the type of report requested;

4) how the:r questors became 'aware of the document in

question; 5) whether'the requeStors were the target pop

lation of the' clearinghouse;6)' whether the requestors'

had received the requested document and, if ;so, the extent.
T

of reading-they had done; .7) the quality of, the document;

and, 8) thp utility of the document.

These last two que4tionnaire areas were comprised

of various dimensions. Quali3ty was judged on the length

of the document, the organi4ation, the writing, and th

format. Utility was assessed accordihg to the req estor's

expressed purpose in orderingthe product and the e tent

to which this purpose was fulfilled, whether the info /nation

in the information analysis product was passed on and,

if so, whom and in what form. Utility was measured

also by asking the requestors to,report

info.rmation on their subsequent work ac

ended questions were also included to a

to report any special effects the infor

any impact of the
1;

iVities. Open-.

low the -respondent

ation had on
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his/her work and to provi e p suggestions. See Appendix.

A-1 for a copy of the que tionnaire used in the study:. as well
1

as the cover letter which alccompanied it in Appendix°.A2.

Procedure. The first step was to organize the
I

d vidual requests by report number. and affiliation of

the requestor. Following this, a sample of 301 was chosen

based on a sampling fraction of approximately 1/28.

The questionnaires were then sent to the chosen

.sample along with a cover \etter and a stamped envelope

fOr returning the completed questionnaire. The cover

explained ,that the researchers were studying eval-

uatidns of the information analy8fs prOducts oflhe ERIC

Clearinghouse on Tests, MeasureMents and Evaluations-

and--that the 'questionnaires were being sent to a randomly

selectdd group who had requested particular repbrts.

Analysis. To evaluate.responses to .the -question_

naire, the first step involves a frecpaency_anar s of
A

the responses of those whO report. eceiving the qUested

documents. This gives the overall evaluations ...st 'quality

and ,utility. Also,'the demographic characterist cs,

especially institutional affiliation, of those re orting.

not receiving the documents are investigated to reveal-

any differences between these people and those who report

receiving the documents.

dditional analyses include the relationships-be-

tween responses (e.g., institutional affiliation and



1

evaluatians,of quality and utility),-- Open-ended questions

are Igubjetted to' cdntent analysis to reveal any major

caegoriep"th the answers.

1

r3
t J
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RESULTS

Of, the 301 queStionnailes mailedy seven wee retfrned

due, to their being undebliverable, or duettO the death

f the requestor or the reqUeStor's moving; thus reducing

the sample to 294. Of these 294 remaining questionnaires,

a fairly high response rate of 50%'(Le.'; 149 resppdents)

was Tielded. .

4

The results of tl evaluation questionnaire can

.be discusSed based on some ,general ^.4Q.go4limisoc.... 1) 'whether

the requestor received thedocument;.2) the demographic

characteristics of the recipients; 3) how the recipient
t

x.

recipient

becaffie aware of the'document; 4) the respondent's work

in theYsame,atea as the particular document; 5) judgments

7'
'Lab t he quality of the information analysis product;

?

,

and, 6) the stated utility of the product.

4 The first topic evaluated deals with whether the.
I

i
4

respondent received the requested document and, if so,

to what 4xtent was it read. Of the 149 people return-

ing. the:hubstionnaire, 99 reported receiving the partic-
o

.

ular information analysis product, 44 said they4lad not,

received the document, and 6 could no recall receiving

the doument in question.

The typical respondeffE- receiving requested docu-

ment has a post-graduate degree i dudation and works
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for either a uniVersity or for an elementary, secondary
a .

or high sch6ol. Specifically, 94.7% of the respondents

who received the document have a post-graduate degree,

with 46.3% having Ma'sters'odegrees and 48.4% having

doctorates. A large majority (46.5%)" of the respondents

have degrees in education, while only '11.1% have degrees

in psychology and 10.1% have degrees in educational psy-

chology. The final demOgraphic characteristic tapped
.

.

was the regpondents! place of employlnt. As would:be

expected given the sample, the. results,indicate that/

more than a third of ttote receiving the i4orMation

analysis products were, affiliated with a university Or

four-year college (34.4%) , while 30.22% of theM We're wOrk-

ing, in elementary,,secOndar or high schools.

Table 2 shows, the demographic characteristics of

:those receiving the documents ;and ,those who report not.:

receiving-them. Looking at this table, one can see that

those who report'not receiving the documents are not

Significantly different from thelecipients. As is the

cape withthe.recipientS, the largest grOupsare those

affiliated with,uniVersities or colleges and those work-

ing-in elementary, middle, or high schools.\

Insert Table 2 about here

The third area of interest deals with how the

.requestor became ,aware of the particular documents.

The majority (63.3%) report havinq seen the document



listed in an order. form from ERIC/TM. This source was

by far the most- frequently cited as- 'next most fre-

quently reported source, "having read tl abstract in

Research in Education," was.mentioned by/orily 13.3% of

those who listed their sources. Table 3 lits the sources'

of awareness and their reported frequency.
2

'Insert,Table 3 about here

The next category of inforMation which the question-

.

naire covered is concerned with the requestbrs' work

in the ,same area as the prodct in question'. The 'ma r7

ity of respondents (53.5%) 'cited doing research and

development work or supervising such work and making.

.decisions while the least cited work in the area was

preparing'an external'dOCuMentg-, journal article

or' report). Table 4 lists the respondents' work in the

area representedAby:the document. A

Insert Table 4 about here

41

The next section deals with the purpose for which

the requestor order9d the document,and his/hdr.judgment
. ,

as to how well these needS4r0 purposes were fulfilled.

.Therere three possible.responSes to each Purpos liSted:

1) relevant, did fulfill; 2.), relevant, did not fulfill;

and 3) irrelevant. The third category was included under

*4 the assumption that some requestors would order a docu-

ment thinking it WaS relatodto a particular topic or
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application of that topic, When, in fact, the report covered

another area. ItH14 s hoped that this would differentiate

thoSe 'instances inwhicj the paper covered the cleSired.

topic bUt did not fulfi rl.l the user's needs from those

in which:tha.actUal-topicwas irrelevant to the desired-

.--
topic. There seems to be evidence,Ilowever, that this

third "irrelevant"'catego'ry as not totally understood

by the respondents and it will be left out of this report'.

The-two most .'frequently cited purpoSes whiel-C.Were fulfilled

'were "to keep as a potential reference tool" and "to up-

date knowledge in a familiar area;7-while.the least fre-

quently cited fulfilled purposes were ft.O.Obtain an i

-troduction to a new subject" and "to look up needed facts."

Very. few responded that the. purpoSe for which they ordered

the,document had not been fulfilled. The most frequently

cited unfulfilled purpose, "to find out who is working

on what area or what problem," was cited by only 16.7*

of those who, checker' this as one of their originki pur-

posesand inVolveS'Ohly six respondents,

The quality of .the particular in:Jrmation analysis

produqt was judged on four dimensic:.,;:' length, organi-
,

zation,,. Writing, and format physical layout,

illustrations and typography). A few respondehts did riot

fill in this portion of the 9uestionnaire, statiftg that

Ehey,hildTead Only the abstract or ,had only scanned the

document and did nbt feel.qualified to.espond.

') A

OL the



,89 cases responding to the length dimen o , an over-

whelming majority (85:4%) judged thelength.to be "about

rig4t." .0f.the 88 .people responding to the organization

dimensiOn, 94.496 judged the d?cuMbht'as Sa,tisfactory

or better (11,4%'excellent,'33.0%.Mbre 'thasatisfa.tory,',
. 0.

. .
1

and 50.0% satisfactory)... The feweSt'number,of people

responded tin the writing dimension, perhaps because a

number of the documentswere bibliographies and tlie ques-.

tion may have seemed somewhat irrele,ant Howgver, oft;

irthe 85,making such judgments, 95.3% found the. writing to

be. satisfactory or better (20.0% very clear, 28.2% more .,

)

than satisfactory, and 47.1% satiSfactoxy)'.; :The'last*
.

category., the rformat,' was alsogbjudged to be -of high quality

with 33,.-9% judging the format to be helpful to reading

20

and understanding-4and.31.8% finding it. someWhat helpful.

(See Table 5 for summary of results.)

Insert Table 5 about 11L-e
tv.

'Utility was assessed 'along ,two other dimensions,

along. with fulfilled purposes and needs: 1) whether

the respondent reported passing the information in the

docUment along to Others, if Sc, to whom and in what

form; and, 2) whether they"reported taking some Sort of

action as the result of coming in contact with the infor-

mation in the doCument. Looking 'ar.Table 6yone can-see

that 46% of the respondents reported passing along. SOITIO,



inforatilon with 76% of'thesepassing along the document

itself. :rhe:.Second..dimension., the impact of the informa-

.

tion on the resporidentS work, yielded Very, positive re,

stilt,ts with 58',0.he people reportingqh.an impact ..l

These, data are also reported 'table.6. ,;.MOSt of those

who cited some impact Sa4d theYyappli.ed the,inforMatIon

to some.aspect(sof their Own'.WOrt, These,twodimensionS,

passing-trhe iriformat,ignHalong .and 'impact of the infOrmatiOn,

along with thereSultS .reported concerning infoO4tional

needs and their. fulfillment would seem to indicate that

the inforMa-tion analysis produCts are,SerVing anA.mportant

purpose; .in the work 'of the respondets.

Inserable 6 about here

The responses to open-ended questions are listed

,-in thpAppendices.', Other' sources ofawarenessthe

rem;le'sted document, listed in Appendix B-1, inblude,,:othe:r
r

ERIC publiCatiOns, a general,:.knowledge of ERIC publicatibh$,

and other informatiOn service's. Appendix B-2 lists other

WOrk in the areas represented by the documents. As

reported, the two general` areas are applied work and

administrative work. In addition, two respondents cited
.

"classwork."

The purppses listed in the open-ended section of

question 4 follow from the work areas listed,abbve Are

reportd itV,40Sendix B-3. .Fj_nally, respondents .cominents

s
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on any gpecial effects of the documents and their

suggestions are listed in Appendices t-4 and B-5,

respectively.

Comparisons of resunses of co14.6ge faculty and

others. The,data can be analyzed to investigate the dif-

ferences among people's responses and evaluations of the

documents. The major interests will be tlie,7relationshiPs

between certain demographic characteristics (i.e., highest

degree, area of degree and institutional affiliation)

and other aspects of the survey questionnaire. An in-

teresting comparison is that between those affiliated

with universities or four-year collegesand those working

in elementary, middle or high schools.

A greater percentage of those affiliated with ele-

mentary, middle or high schools report reading the entire

document (37.9%) than do t use associated with univer -.

sities and four-year colleges (30.3%). However, the

pattern for both ,is same with most people repoi-ting

scanning the, document as was the case with almost all

of the institutional categories. An exception to this

is found in the state government category. Most -these

oo/ , peop1ej,57.,1%) report reading the entire document rather

than spanning,ltA
the document, reading the abstract only or

n
1

note the document or the abstract. 'This is based
,

o e

On a very small sample (n+&) and should be interpreted

with caution.
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There is a difference between those affiliated with

colleges and those in the schools in how they became aware

of the specific document. A large Majority of those affiliated

with the universities report having seen the title on an

(order form from ERIC/TM (71.9%) With each of the other

sources mentioned by fewer than 10% of the respondents.

This can be compared' with the practitioners in schools of

whom 13.8% mention having "read the abstract in Research

in Education," and 62.1% report having seen the title

on an ERIC/TM order form. However, the pattern remains

the same for all institutional affiliation groups, with

the most cited source being the ERIC/TM order form, followed

by the Research in Education abstracts.

The third question, in the survey, intended to assess

the type of work done by the respondents in the same area

as the document, would be expected to reveal differences

for the basic researcher and the practitioner. Table 7

lists comparative data for the relationship between the

inst utional affiliation of the respondents and their

work in the area. Those who work in universities and

colleges are abopt equally divided into the categories

f "conducting research or development work" (24.2%),

"Supervising research and development work" (21.29 h, and

"teaching" (24.'2%), with the remaining quarter distributed

in the "preparing internal document," "preparing theses

and dissertations," and "other" categories. Those



affiliated with elementary, middle and high schools,

on the other hand, most frequently cite the "other"

category (39.3%), "conducting research and developRIent

work" (21.4%), and "supervising research andodevelopment

work" (25.0%) as their work. As mentioned/previously, _

the "other" category was content analyzed to reveal the

major work categories entitled "applied work" and "admin-
,

istration." The specific activities appropriate to those

in schools are curriculumdTvelopment, selection of appr6:-

jpriate tests and the work' f school principals.

Insert Table 7 about here

Comparing the different institutional groups on

the basis of the purposes for ordering the document's

involves looking at the number of people who mention

a specific purpose as fulfilled or unfulfilled on.the
7-

fourth question of the survey in relation to the total

number of people in that institutional category. As

mentioned previously; the "irrelevant" category is not
SO,

included in these analyses.

Those in colleges and Universities an those in

schools are similar in their most often cited purposbs.

The first for each is "to keep as a potential:'reference

tool," with 22 of the 29 respondents affiliated with schools

mentioning this and 29,, of the' 33 university people

4.
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mentioning it. This,purpose is followed by "to update

my knowledge in an area with which I am familiar," with

nineteen of the people in schools mentioning this and

twenty offthose in universities mentioning it.

Evaluations of quality, judged-on the length, or-
_

. ganization writing, and format of the document, are

reported in Table 8 ,by institutional affiliation. Look-
,

ing at this Table, one can'see that those affiliated

with universities judge the document as more satisfactory

in length than do those in the school whose evaluations

are distributed, to a greater.extent in the "somewhat

'long," "somewhat short" and "definit ly too short":tate-:

gories.

More positive evaluations by the university and

college people than those in-the schools are,also seen

in the "organization of the doCument" diMension, as can

be seen in Table 8. Ninety -six percent of the .university/

college people judge the organization of the document as

`satisfactory or better' compared with 89% of those in

schools.

Insert Table 8 about here

. , s

Similar to these evaluations, the judgments made f'

on the writing dimension by the university and college

people tend to cluster more at the high end of the scalf

than 'do those made by the people in the schools., For
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example, 33.3% of those in universities judge the writing

as more than satisfactory while only 12.0% of those in

schools chose this evaluation;

The final quality diffension taps the degree to which

the format of the document assisted the reader'in under-

r.
standing-and readability. People'in universities found

the format much more helpful than those in schools, with

42.9% of those in universities choosing the highest point

on the scale as opposed to 22.2% of those affiliated with

school6 who made this response.

The next two questionnaire areas deal with aspects

of the utility of the document and how they relate to

the institutional affiliation, of the. respondent. The first,

aspect, passing the information in the document along to

others, is reported by a greater percentage of those in

the schools (48.3%) than those in universities and colleges

(42.4%). For both, the most frequently cited' mode of

transferring the informatidn is "papsing;along the docu- .

ment itself." This is true'for all the institutional

affiliation categories.

The second area -of interest, the impact which the

-document has onHtherespOndent's work, can also be thought

of as an aspect of document,utility. The comparison

between the basic researcher and tho8e in applied settings

yieldS some differences. Those affiliated with univer-

sities cite a greater frequency of such impact (63.6%),

3 "



with the majority of these (57.7%) reporting that they

27

have applied the information in the document to some aspect

Of their work. Fifty -five percent of the respbndents

affiliated with schools report taking some action as the
c

result of reading the' ocument, The most frequently

,cited actions are or ring a reference listed on the docu-J

ment and applying the'information in the document to some

aspect of the respondent's work activities.

Evaluations of document quality can be compared on

the basis of the respondent's highest degree and the

area of that degree. Comparing evaluations of document

length for those with bachelor's, master's or doctorates '

yields no substantial differences. Evaluations.of document

organization do differ by the respondent's highest' degree.

Seventy-five percent of those,with badhelor's rate the

document as excellent or more than satisfactory in terms'

of organization as ')Ippc-,ed td 41.1% of those with master's

and 45.2% of thoserwith doctorates who make such evalu-'

ations. Evaluations of the writing dimension differ very

little as a function of the respondent's°degree level:

The final dimension, format, is rated lower by those

with master's degrees, with 6.4% rating, the format as

helpful or somewhat helpful, than by those with bachelor's -

degrees or doctorates. Seventy-five persent of those

with bachelor's degr4es rte the format as helpful or

somewhat, helpful while 71.4% of the respondents with

doctorates make such evaluations.



Evaluations of document quality by area of degree

follow the same pattern throughout the dimensions. Those

with degrees in psychology consistently rate the quality

lowest; people with degrees in educational psychology

rate quality highest and thOse with degrees in education

or in other area fall in the middle,

28
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DISCUSSION

In assessing the users' evaluations of the infor-

mation analysis products produced by the. ERIC Clearinghouse

on Tests, Measurements and Evaluations, the results of

this survey indicate that the recipients off' these reports

find them to be of high quality and to be useful in their

work.
4

Evaluations of the documents are extremely high.

Although there are some small variations, with those

people possessing post-graduate degreeS' and those with

degrees in psychology evaluating the documents somewhat

lower, in general, all the recipients found the 4ocuments

to be satisfactory in terms of length, organiiation,

writing and format.

In general, the respondents seem to indicate that

they found the information in the documents useful in

their Professional activities. Very few people report

being unsatisfied with the Products in terms of fulfill-

ing the needs and purposes for which they were originally

ordered. On the other hand, many respondents found such

needs fulfilled.

The fact that almost half of the respondents report

passing on the information in the documents, with, the
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great majority of these passing on the document itself,

also reflects well on,the usefulness of the information

analysis products in the users professional activities.

In addition, more than'half of the respondents report

some sort of impact which the information had on their

.work. ,These three facts, tht, the documents fulfill

informational needs, that users pass, on the information,

and that there is a high frequenCy:of,reported impact,

point to the conclusion that the information is highly

useful to educators.

When fepOrting on the specific purposes for order-

ing the documents, the recipients cite "to update know-

(ledge in a familiararea" and "to use as a potential ref-
,

erence tool"'most often. Analyzing the data by institutional

groups reveals the same, two purpetess those most often

cited by each group. The least frequently mentioned

purposes, "to look up needed facts" and "to obtain an ,

introduction on a new area" were found for the entire

respOndent,group as wen as for five of the seven insti-

tutional affiliation groups. The reason for these, being

infrequently cited Might be the existence of other, more

readily available, sources of,information to perform

these functions. Libraries with updated periodicals,

may be more convenient and useful in fulfilling modes

urgent information needs while the information analysis

products'May be more useful as sources of continuing

educational research information.



The requestors' purpOses in ordering the document are

7 related to their work in tree 4rea. That is, the most

work'of cUten cite areas of are conducting research and

development work and supervising researCh and development'.:_

work and decision making. To the 'extent that these are
41

om-going processes in which educators .have continuing.

interests, the. most,frequent purposes, "to update knowledge

in a familiar area" and "to use as a potential,reference

tool" would seem logichl for these types of work.

Another dmportant result is the number of people

-who report either reading the entire docuffient or scanning

the document. Becaus this indicates rather'extensive
i".

reading' of the material, it would seem to add reliability

to the respondents' judgments about the quality and utility

of the information in the doCuments. CaUtion must be taken
.

-in. interpreting any of the data in this survey; however.

Although the response.rate is ;,higher than expected, it

is possible that those who returned the questionnaires 110-

repreSent some biased sample.

Ihi factis especially important when interpreting

'the fairly high number of:peoplewho report not receiving .

therequested dOcUMents. ' It is possible that thete respOn-

_dents are not entirely representative 'if the total pop-
(

ulation'of requestors. Discounting this, that fact that

29.5% of the respondents report not receiving the requested

documents seems fairly high. ,BeCause the unfulfilled
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41reqUests are not fOr a certain grodp of information

analySis products a7& these requestors are not an identi-

fiable sub-group of the populatiOn, there seems to be

no obvious reasoA.for this result. Perhaps the most

salient and logical xika tion'would be that the (teqUeEi'ts,

may have been received by .thy CAdaringhouse after all

copies of the requested documents'had been distributed.

In summary, these information analysis products seem

to be'reference tools which are skimmed Or read by edu-

cators to remain abreast of the voluminous material in the

educationa research area. Perhaps they are more closely

examined 'hen specific needs arise. In addition, the

information in the documents seems to be applied to the
1'

educators' work, regardless of the particular area,.iy

Another important finding is the surprising similarity

among the various sub-groups in terms of their overall.
r.

high evaluations-of,the documents as well as their fre-

quentlamcited utilizations of the information in their

work., ,These products seem to be,accomplishiAg their
/

goals Of prov,i.ding educators with an overview of educational
4

research as well as having an impact on their work.
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Table 1

Number of Requests by Requestors' Affiliation

Requestor Affiliation

Commercial organization

State Department of
Education

Elementary through
High School

School District

Universities and
Colleges

Undifferentiated

N = 8,420 (301)a

199 (7)

372 (14)

767 (29)

1,096 (39)

3,193 (112)

2,793 (101)

`Numbers in parentheses are those chosen for

inclusion in the sample survey.



Table 2

The Demographic Characteristics of

Recipients and Nonrecipients

Recipients Nonrecipients

Institutional
Affiliation Percenta Percentb

Elementary/
High School 30 36

Junior/Community
College 6 2

University/Four-Year
College 35 31

Federal 7 7

State 3 2

Local Government 3 17

Other 16 5

Area of Degree Percentc Percentd

Educational.
Psybhology 11 20

Education 52 55

Psychology 15 10

Other 22 15

Ijighest Degree Percente

BA (BS) 4

MA (Ms) 47

Doctorate , 40

Percentb

5

52

43

-11\J.= 96; 13N = CN = 89; dN = 40; 61i

/I 0

= 9'5.

37.
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Source

Table 3

Source of Awareness of Document

'Frequencya Per ent

Research in Education

Colleague

Order Form from ERIC/TM

Computerized Search

Elsewhere

TOTAL

14

.6

64

8

8

100

a N = 97



Table 4

Recipients' Work in the Area

Represented-o/ the Document

'14ork Area

Conducting Research and
Development

Supervising Research and
Development

Preparing Internal Documepts
(report, memo, etc.)

Preparing External Documents
(journal article, etc.)

Preparing own Thesis Or
Dissertation

Teaching a Course

"Other.

Frequency Percenta

33

22

7

1

4

9

24

aN, 98

39



Table 5,

Recipients' Evaluations of Document Quality

Format

Fre- Fre- Fre,- Fre-

quencyquency quency ., quency- quency

Scale Point. Percenta Scale Point Percent') Scale Point' Percent( Scaleyoint' Percent I

Definitely Very

too long Q Excellent 11 Clear ,20 Helpful,

Soinewhat

long

More than, More than' Somewhat

satisfactory 33 satisfactory 29 helpful 32

About
Did not

right 86 Satisfactory 51 Satisfactory 48 affect, ,

Somewhat

Somewhat unsat:

short isfactory

Definitely

too short

Definitely

unsat-

isfactory

Somewhat Hindered

unclear somewhat

Definitely Definitely

unclear hindered

88;
bl
N = 87; CN = 84'



paSsing Information

Table 6

Evaluations of Two Dimensions of Document Utility

Frequency Frequency

Percenta Impact of Information Percentb

passed on document itself

himmarized findings in a memo

80 Ordered reyerence listed

in document 21

Applied information to

own work 54

Examined related docuMents

rerbally discussed findings 9 not referenced

ti

Ither

Consulted with author(s) or

persons(s) identified

with document

'OTAL TOTAL

100

18

aN 45; b
N = 57

4'1
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ei Table 7

Relationship of Recipients',Institutional Affiliation to Work in the Area

'efented by the DocUment

Conducting

Research &

Institutional Development

Affiliation Percent

Supervising Preparing

Research & Internal

Development Document

Percent Percent

Preparing

Preparing Thesis Or Teaching,

.External Disserta a

Document tion Course Other

Percent Percent Percent Percent

Elementary

through

High School

N= 28 21.4

Juniot and

Community

College

N = 6 333

University

and Four-Year

College

, N = 33

'Federal

Government

N = 2

24.2

50.0,

25.0 7,1 3,6 3.6 39,3

16.7 16,7 0 33.3

21..2 9.1 6.1 24.2 15.2

50.0 ,0



Table 7 (Cont'd.),

Conducting Supervising Preparing Preparing

Research & Research & Internal External

Institutional Development Development Document Document

Affiliation Percent Percent Percent Percent

Preparing

Thesis or

DissertaL

tion

Percent

Teaching

a

Course ,,Other

Percent ,Percent

State

Government

N =7

Local

Government

N:3

Other

N = 16,

57.1

66.7

56.3

28,6

12.5

0

0.

6,3, 0 6,1

0 143

33,3

18.8



Table

Relationship Of evaluations of Dacument the

Institutional Affiliation of the Recipient:S

Fr

JuniWand

Elementary/ community

High School College

Percent Percent

Univatity

and 'Four-

Year

College

Percent.

Federal

Govern-

ment

Percent

State Loda1

Govern- Govern-

ment. 'ment Other

Percent Percent Percent.

Length;

Definitely

too long

Somewhat

long

About

right

Somewhat

short

Definitely

too short

78 10Q

Total 100 100

89 100

,

'71 100 93

17

0 '0 0

100 100 100 100. 100



Table 8 (Cont'd.)

Elementary/

High School

Percent

Junior and

Community

College

Percent

Organization

Excellent 11

More than

satisfactory 19 83

Satisfactory 59 17

Somewhat

.unsatisfactory 0

Definitely

unsatisfactory 0 0

Total 100 100

University

and Four-

Year

College

Percent

115

22

59

4

0 .

100

Federal State Local

Govern- Govern- Govern-

ment ment ment Other

Percfent Percent Percent Perconl

50 0 0 13

0 57 .67 47

50 43 33 33

0 0

0 0 0 7

100 100 100 100

x
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Table 8 (Cont'd,)

Elementary/

High School

Percent

Junior and

Community

college

Percent

University

and Four-

fYear

College

Percent

Federal State Local

Govern- Govern- Govern,

pent ment 'ment , 'ether

Percent Percent Percent ercent

Writingc

Very clear 20 17 22 50 14 23

More than

satisfactory 12 33 33 0 43 33 46

Satisfactory 64 50 41 50 43 67 23

Somewhat

unsatisfactory 4 0

Definitely ,

,unsatisfactory 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

. Total 100 100 100 100' 100 100 100



Table 8 (Contld.)

University

Ji/

, Junior and and Eou Federal State Local

Elementary/ Community Year Govern- Govern- Govern -

High School College Colleg ment ment ment Other

Percent Percent Percent Percept Percent Percent Percent

For m

Helpful

Somewhat

helpful

Did not

affect

Aindered

somewhat

Definitely

hindered

Total

22 33.3

37, 33.3

33 33.3

4 0

4 0

100 100

43 ..Q"

25, 50

29 0 50

3 0

0 0

100 100

50
0,

43

.33 36

17 :67 14

0 33 7

0 0 0

100 100 ,100

aN = 87; bN = 86 =83; dN = 86



1. Have you received a copy of, the requested document? Yes- _No

If No, skip to question 10. If Yes, have you:

_Read the entire dncument
Scanned the document
Rend the abstract"of the document

--Nave not read document or abstract

44-

2. Prior to requesting a copy of the document had you:

Read the abstract in Research in Education
Informed of document by colleague (in own institution or other),
Sean the document listed,on order form for:ERIC/TM.,
Received the title in computer/zed search

--Obtained information elpewhere (Please specify)

3. Please indicate your work'in the same area(s) as the document:

4 Conducting research or development work
Supervising research or development work/decision making
Preparing internal document (report, memo, etc.)

_PrepPreparing external document (journal article. report, etc;)-,aring
your own thesis or dissertation

--Teaching a course
Other (Please specify)

4. What was your general purpose(s) in requesting the document and to what
degree did the document fulfill these information needs? Indicate as
many as are applicable:

(a) To obtain-an introduction'
on a new subject

(b) To find out who is working
on what area or what
problem

(c) To identify relevant,
literature references
in anew area

(d) To up-date my knowledge
in an area with which
I am familiar

(e) To look up needed facts

(f) To keep as a potential
reference

(g) To use for stimulation
and bi:owsing

(h) To use In other aspects
of my work

(Please specify)

Relevant;

Did
fulfill

Relevant;

Did not
fulfill

Irreleivant
for.purpose

4

60



Please circle the description moat
t.ke document in terms of quality:'

(a) Was,heldocument:

49
accurate ;in..describing your evaluatiol Ai

definitely somewhat abut somewhat definitely
too long long. right short, too short

(b) The organization of the doCument was:

excellent more than satisfactory ,somewhat definitely
satisfactory uneptisfactory unsatisfactory

(c) The writing of the document was:

very more thin- satisfactory somewhat
clear satisfactory unclear

(d) The format (physical.layout, illustrations,,typography) was:

helpful to somewhat did not hindered definitely
readability helpful ,affeCt somewhat hindered
and under-.
standing

. Did you pass the information in the doedment on to someone else?

definitely -,,

unclear

Yes. Colleague, Superior, 'Subordinate (Please circle) No.

If yes, Aid you: (Check all that apply)

Pass on the document itself
--Summarize the findings in a memo
--Verbally diScuss the findings.in a memo
--Other. (Please specify):

7. After reading the document, did you do any of the following:'

Order reference listed in the'document
--Apply the information to my own work activities (Please indicate areas as in

question 3 above (a) through
Examise related documents not referenced

_Consult with author(s) or person(s) identified with the document
Special effect-on work (Please specify)

8. Please indicate any spcial effects on your work:

9. Please indicate below any suggestions or elaborations on your answers:

10. Please name your highest degree, institution awarding it, date and area
in Which you received this degree:

'Highest degree . Institution Date
Education Psychology

--EduCation
(other than Ed. Psy.)'

Psychology (other than Ed. Pay.)
Sociology

--Other (Please indicate)

What is your major place of employment?

__Elementary through high school
Junior/Community college (Please specify department or major dept,
4 -Year colleger or university (Please specify department

Government Agency: Federal.
State.

Local A

Other (Please specify)

(g) )
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d.

UNIVERSITY OF ,SOUTH FLORIDA
TAMPA ST. PETERSBURG FORT MYERS SARASOTA

COLLSOE OF SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY

'TAMPA, FLORIDA 33620

413: 974.2493

September 6, 1977

Dear Colleague:

50

As pirt,Of'the-requireMents for completing my, Master's
degree, I gr:O.nvestigating reactions to and'evaluations'of
the inforMation anaq.ysis products prepared,by the Ed4cational
Resources Information Center. (ERIC) Clearinghouse on Tests,
easurements,,and Evaluations.

According to the records 1 have, you have ordered the
title listed at the top of the enclosed questionnaire.
would greatly appreciate your taking a few minutestO fill
out the questionnaire. and include any other comments:you:may
have 'Concerning that report or. other reports prepared
ERIC/TM.,Your participatiOn would be extremely.helpful to me,
as well as being a.valuable source of information to ERIC/TM
by providing them with feedback about their products and
suggestions for any improvements. I

Enclosed is an addressed, stamped envelope for returning'
the questionnaire. Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

..Susan E. Hensley
Research Assistant

SEH:hmb

Encl.

/ea



APPENDIX B-1

Other Sources for Familiarity pith Dpcuffient'

List -of ERIC publications and searches

ERIC/TM Newsletter

Resources at ERIC/TM knOwn

National Association of Elementary School Principals

Principals' Information Service

51



APPENDIX B-2

Other Work"in Area Represented by Document.

,Applied Work

I
program evaluation (3)

schOOl psychologists

teaching children:With learning problems'

curriculum development

selection of appropriate tests (2)

research and development, and evaluations

federal government

consulting work

Administrative Work

college testing office

management of information center t\-

chairman of vocational education

screening candidates for City School Board

school principal (2)

librarian

providing research information to,staff

Classwork (2)
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APPEND11 15-,3

j.:'4

Other Purposes Reported for Requesting Document

Research and Development and Evaluations

Librarian

Research for staff - .school and community college

Consultant t State Department of Education

Provide information to staff

"53



APPENDIX: B-4

.,
Respondents' Comments on Special Effect's

of-Document on Work'

Broaden outlook

Research for teachers in district--ERIC has replaced

professional library resources phased out through

budget cuts

Overview of what is happening for practitioners in field

of education

Regularly do computer searches:and update them on annual

or biannual basis

Resource document in subject file

Reference for work as psycholodist

Added information (2)

Measurement
0

Helped local community

Looking for an appropriate test and it gave me .a starting

point

Library patrons are ed cators who need this kind of

information

Cited a trend

Shaking, understanding with faculty



APPENDIX B-4,(4,ontinued)

r
v,

Clarified teaChing about ,critei.ion-referenced tests

Benchmark data for evaluation of internal situation

Used part of the informationill-a report I wrote

Raised the issue to conscious level with faculty

Self gratification; documented 4upport

:Improvement of work

,
'or reference Center

=
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APPENDIX 8-5

Respondents' Suggestions

1. ERIC is a blessing in keeping pace with educational

developments; 1 don't know how one could operate

without it.

2. The only problem or complaint that I have encountered

with ERIC materials is that teachers would like to

see less project or evaluation reports_ and more

t-esearch-oriented materials.

J. Most of the 'information received did not apply to

my area of teaching (Vbc. Education). ERIC Clearing-

house on Vocational EducatiOn,did meet my needs.

1. Report too tec,hnical--wrttn for other researchers;

need to get don to earth in terminology and

1P


